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A world of water?

35 million km3
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1.4 billion km3 

Total water

105 thousand km3

Accessible



The vital natural resource
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A Water-Food-Energy nexus
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Water abstraction and the link with food…

Africa Asia EuropeGlobal

• Domestic 7% 6% 13% 8%

• Industry 5% 8% 54% 23%

• Agriculture 88% 84%  33% 69%



Four reasons for action

Water scarcity is increasing

Millennium Development Goals

Conflict

Economic growth



Future projections
Climate change will influence scarcity…

… but population growth with climate change could be devastating.

Based on: Vorosmarty et al. 2000



Water in the UK

Population growth

Temperature rise + dryer summers

More winter rain

More extreme rain events

“Adaptation to the impacts of climate change in the UK will only 

be achieved through a national programme of water storage; 

from water harvesting and infiltration devices to major projects 

of Aquifer Storage and Recharge and impounding reservoirs in our 

wet regions” 
Source: Michael Norton 2010

More extreme rain events

Sea level rise



Understanding the problem

How do we think about water use?



Green water, blue water, grey water…
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The water footprint
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Flows of virtual water

Source: Hoekstra and Chapagain 2008



An Egyptian case study
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Towards solutions

A change of approach?



Increasing attention



Valuing water

A human right?

or

An economic good?An economic good?

or

A provider of ecosystem services?



What value water in the UK?

£3 for 1 cubic metre£3 for 1 cubic metre

£2.50 £1.20
£2.50 £2.50



Recognising environmental services

Ecosystem

Services



Possible solutions

How can we manage water scarcity?



A suite of solutions…
The aggregated cost curve for India Agricultural
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Industrial levers
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Reduce losses
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Options in the less developed world

Agricultural productivity

Food storage



An imperative for business

Corporate 

water-related

risks
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The role of government



The role of society



What would global water security look like?

• Affordable drinking water supplies

• Sustainable sources of water for industry

• Integrated management of water resources• Integrated management of water resources

• Policy and trade reforms

• Mobilisation of substantial volumes of public and 
private funding



…and the alternative?



Conclusions

• Intensify debate around the fundamental role 

of water

• Understood better the levers which will close 

the supply-demand gap

• Government, private sector and communities • Government, private sector and communities 

must harmonise their aspirations

• Correlate countries hydrologically best suited 

to grow food for 9bn people by addressing

trade barriers, price supports and other 

subsidies

• Water professionals stand up and be counted 

… get out of the box!


